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3ruce L. Mallory,

In 1980, the.University of New Eaupahire received a three-year person-

nel preparation grant frau the U. S. Diucation Department to develop a

model training prow' ea for masters level Early Childhood Special Educators.

The graduate program, now coapleting its fifth year, pmeres specialists

co tent to work with yoimg handicapped children (infants through rimary

level) and their families. Stuttints are prepared to work in a variety of

public and private settingik In haws, c3.assrocans, clinics, and bureau-

cratic systems, and in a variety of roles as teachers, diagnosticians,

multidisciplinary tees members, parent suniort specialists, adttinietrators,

case managers, policy-makers, etc. Courammk and internship experiences

emphasize both urban and rural. cirastances, reflecting the traditional

and changing characteristics of the ix:thorn New England region.

The primary philosophical bases of the program are that 1) Early

Childhood Special Educators must he competent in understcmding

=mai growth and development of children from birth to eight years old! 2)

that understanding should include the ability to apply principles of cospi-

tive-develormental psychology (e.g. ;ohlberg & Mayer, 1972) to children

experiencing irregular patterns of-early dwell:cost, 3) the application of

any theoretical or technical iftervention strategies mat be/based on the

ecological perspective of human development (Bronfenbrenner, 1979); and

the Drat critical ccaponent of any child's ecosystem is his/her inmediate

and extended finny. This orientation results in a heavy escholis on early
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chilcitood development from an interactional,- experiential frame of

reference (e.g. limner, 1973; Dewey 1938). In addition, students ere

expected to master child-direcied teaching skills as well as family--

directed support skills. Students are also expected to understexi how

bureaucratic Systems at the local, state and federal level hinder or

enhance human development, and how to effect progressive chotge in those,

systems.

This paper will examine the ways in which the program accomplishes

these depending aspirations. Specifically, the preparation of Early

Chilcitood Special Educators to be effective teachers and amts of change

in both rural and urban environments will be discussed. Our goal is to

prepare specialists capable of working succesefully in either type of

coneamity.

Boecifig Arms Q 11=212s=

The curricultis of the Exrly Chilthood Special Needs program has teen

described previously (Mallory, 1983). Essentially, we prepare what Steam

(1973) has described as, developmental educators. tese are individuals who

are competent in child development theory, rethods of educating young

children, assessing yam children' and convecting assesenent results into

individual eigational goals and strategies, seeking and utilizing

enpirical research information, understanding the interrelatedness of

cognitive, emotional, social, and phyaical development supporting and

assisting parents, collatorating with other professionals and agencies

(including through multidisciplinary team participation), and taking an

active role in organizational and comity change leading to improved

development of the child and foxily. These skills are acquired through
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coursework and a ono year internship. Figure 1 (adapted from Station,

1973) indicates the areas of ccriiietency of cur gradates. The inner circle

represents the strong anihasis on the supervised internthip oamplesaited

by courses and seminars. The relative importance of the various compn-

tencies is indicated by the spate allocated to each. slice of the pie.

These competencies are consi,stent. with the philosophical foundations

of the program described earlier. For example, the ecological perspective

is emphasised in thurseork, and students with prior teething experts=

may choose an internship experience which adlats them to practice 'liaison

skills as case managers, program acininistratots, or haw-salmi coordi-

nators. The liaison role is based on the od61 developed by Hobbs in

project Re-Ed (1966, 1982). This is a particularly useful role in rural

areas where services may be widely dispersed, catchmmant areas may not

overlap across various agencies, and personnel 'es may result in

neglect of collaborative linkups due to overwhelming direct treatment

responsibilities with limited administrative support. In a related vein,

specialists working in rural areas must have a thorough knowledge of normal

and abnormal child gralth, and development, including the interrelatedness

of develcsnment. Because of tke scarcity of physical, occupational, and

speech therapists in rural axistonities, the Early Childhood Special lags-

tar must be prepared to ass= a trandisciplinary role (Allen, 11dm7 &

&Meal:mach, 1978) in meeting thildrenti multiple needs..

Both of these examples are also applicable to urban "ettings, where

liaison skills are important to coordinate multiple service systems, each

with a narrow role and function. Likewise, transdisciplinary skills are

useful for interacting with therapists and introducing tiorapeutic tech-

niques into preschool claimants. Thus,' altholigh the program emphasizes
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skills necessary for effective work in rural connunities, these sane skills

are clearly useful in urban areas where the basic needs of children and

their families are essentially the same.

The necessity of a broad base of tranadisciplinary, Scologically-

oriented skills beams apparent when our interns are placed in both urban

and rural agencies. Om ittern worked in a najor urban teaching hospital
and then returned to New Hampshire to establish rural demlopmetal assess-

ment clinics. The urban hospital experience provided her with a model of

team functioning and asamment .that she could adapt to the rural clinics.

Another student spent her internship establishing a rural preschool special

education progra? where she was the head teacher, abinistrator, parent

coordinator, therapist, and janitor. Subsequently she moved to a well-

established, multi-classroom program in a mull city where her role was

much narrcmer and she had administrative and timrapeutic bates. Her

initial experiences alland her to better Undwatand the particular con-

straints and perspectives of her colleagues in the larger setting. Another

intern did just the opposite. She started out in an urban progrma and then

moved into a rural integrated kindergarten setting in the second semester

of internship. Her first experience provided her with strong collaboration

skills and exposed her to the practices of a variety of professionals. Her

net placement required that she introduce collaboration and therapeutic

tedutiques into a tome heterogamous setting where both the regular staff

and normal Children had not previously experienced the integration of

severely handicapped children.
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one way of distinguishing bebreat what Natthats (1966) calls rural

communities and urban societies (am interesting distinction itself) is to

use Parsons' (1954 tmlogy of communities. The four types be identified

include universallOtio-ladhievement, miversalistic-escriptive, particularistic-

achievement, and particularistic-ascripOve. the fiest)two types, in which

behavioral expectatimuseumnornative and universal (i.e. apply to all

members of the society) , and found in urban areas. That is, there are

highly prescribed standards of behavior that are used to identify and

separate those who deviate from.thase standards. This results in a high

level of utilization of formal social services to 'correct' deviant 9

behavior in order to bring it closer to the universe' standards. Concern

is with group conformity rather than the assertion of indivi41

syncretic values.

Particularistic cosounities, an the other hand, emphaviz? and tolerate

individual differences, and judge the value of the individual as a whole

rather than the degree to which he/she is capable of performing specific

functions within tic =texts. Zr. other words, more deviant behavior

(or development) is tolerated because value lie with the person, not with

the power, skills, or knowledge that person has acquired. The result is

that carnality goals focus on stability, equalisation of life chances among

members, and rejection of heirarchical power structures. Value is placed

on expressive rather than instrumental roles. This kind of social syste

is found in a very homogeneous population due to its tight stable

structure. There is relatively little divergence of value systems,.

familial patterns, ethnicity: or occupational status. Such Characterislcs
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and goals tend to inhibit social change, particularly if it is introduced

by external elements. These characteristics are similar to Ford's (1962)

catalogue of rural.traits that include individualism and self-reliance,

traliticmalitan, familialima, fundamentalism, and fatalism. Looffis (1971)

list includes these mane traits, and adds action-orientation, statcism, and

person-orientation. Gerrard (1971) uses the term "anti-state orientation"

to describe he effect of these characteristics in terms of expressed

values concerning external authwity.

There is angle support for these theoretical perspectives in the area

of special' eclioation practice. Three pliinamena relevant here are the

prevalence and identification of handicapping conditions, response' to

externally imposed change, and attitudes twilit formal helping systems.

The relationship of each of these to. the preparaticm of Early Chi ldnood

special Educators will be diem wed briefly.

Prevalence rates for non-organic mental retardation (a socially

defined attribute) are significantly higher in rural ccomamities ocmpared

to urban areas when psychometric criteria are applied (Albizu-Miranda,

1966; Legg= i Dere, 1969). However, actual identification rates for

determining eligibility for special edxmation services are amd) lower in

rural areas. aathough traditional estima tes indicate that 10 .percent of

school-age children are eibcatirmally handicapped, rural states have

reported far fewer handicapped children receiving services under PL 94-142.

New tianpshire, as well as states in the de south' mui the far west, are

beam/ the national averages for identified children in the 3-5 and 6-18

year old age ranges. lcwest rates of identification of 3-5 year olds

are found in New Hampshire, Mimaissippi, Alabama, New Mexico and Hawaii.



The lowest rates of identification for all children (3-21) are f,ound in Nee

shire, t Wyk (a prearminantely rural state), South Dakota,

E shingtre, and Hawaii. These states all identified less than one percent

of the preschool population and less than 7.4 weer* of the school-03e

population as !maxiieareled

The inplication of time discrepancies for teacher preparation is

iwortamt. Early Childhood Special Educators (and others) mist recognize

that psychometric approaches-to identifica\tion and labeling may be viewed

quite differently in urban vs. rural settings. Di the achievement-

oriented, normative context of urban or suburban cammnities, highs*:

identification and service rates nuti not be viewed as problematic. Those

children who fail to meet

competence should be 1

their deficits and

es

ty standards for pee-acmiemic or acatimnic

isolated, and treated in order to remediate

their chances for academic and later ectmaic

success, according to this urban value system. In rural ocerunities, where

note modest aspirationa: and expectations hold sway, and where there is

greater aeceptance of irregulir development and more resistance to labeling

children as deviant, lower service rates can be anticipated. Interns or

recent graduates who are not indigeneous to these communities must be

prepared to adapt to these varying perspectives. And they must understand

that their natural urges to introdice,reform in traditional, rural cce-

aunities will be :elipexed by the prevailing value system. Even the in

of mandated programs such as Child Find may not be well received in

light of these yaws. An tmderstanding of ecological factors and the

principles of ocenunity change thus becomes very. hit:orbit*.

tF
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'The second factor affecting the pa aeration of Early Chile ood Special

Educators relates to what Beige (1981) refers to as suspicion of external

(federal and state) interference. Externally Wooed mandates are viewed as

threats to self-determination. This view is related to a more general

resistance to change. There is evidence that rural school board MeitterSir

in particular, are resistant to innovation in educational practices, while

sver:ntendents troy be more open.to nee ideas (Gehlene 1969). Schools are

viewed as institutions of stability and cultural transmission, where long-

held values related to family, education, moral behavior, and comity are

to be preserved and protacted. The urban notion that schools egir be

vehicles for solving br4der social ills such as racial segregation or the

la:* of child care is not supported in rural conamnities. Roemer, these

differences are not pure* ideological. The lac* of economic resources,

especially an adequate locii tax base, requires a more conservative view of

the role of schools as agents of change. And resisanaa to external malt-

dates is partially rooted \in the recognation 2ederai and state laws

rarely provi& sufficient -financial resources to fully inplement those

laws. (Vbters in Na Hampshire recently amended the state constitution to

prohibit any new state mandates that were not fully funded with state

dollars.)

Resistance to change, especially adien it is imposed by external

forces, has a direct effect on Early Ctdlibood Special Educators. Because

their roles and-tasks are in many ways prescribed by state and federal law,

they nay be viewed as agents of the state rather than as partners of the

casamity. 'he introduction of new efforts to identify young children as

a
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educationally handicanied, demands for later child-staff ratios, repeats

for expensive therapeutic equipment and materials, develorment of

ocaplicated and time-consaaing record-keeping spites, clew ,scrutiny of

each child's deficits and strengths, an enatasis on individual developent

rather than group cohesion and cultural tranakission, requests for hutldin0

renovations necessary for physical accessability, the int.roducticit of

format center-based education at an early age, and the transformatig.1 of

parents into active decision makers rather than plosive supporters are all

tasks that the Early Chilihood Special Educator is taught to carry out, and

is ethically ,and legally required to d3 so. 1.3= that individual is sr*

indigeLaus, and has not had experience in other rural coseraities, he (4

the will find the going rough. And the lack of support personnel and

sympathetic, knowledgeable administrators or school board members sakes; the

process all the more difficult.

This Jaynes the need to equip the new practitioner with both technical/

clinical skills related to child development and special motion and

personal attributes such as a strong self-aoirept, sensitivity to the

values of others, the ability to articulate his/her beliefs in non-

9

technical and non-threatening language, the ability to work with community

groups in a deliberate, respectful manner, and an thderstanding of the

processes of organizational and amity development. Again, these skills-

and attributes are focussed on rural circunatancee, but we find them

equally valtsible in urban ,areas where pluralistic groups and financial

constraints create similar neeii and problems.
4

The final issue affecting graduate training is the attitude of

fmnilies with handirawed children toward formal helping systems such as



schools, health care agencies, mental health centers, =welfare systems.

This issue is closely related to the prsvious one in that attitudes

concerning self-reliance, group cohesion, and externally imposed change

also affect the degree of use 0 formal services. Given the preference to

rely on kinship networks for assistance rather than professionals or

bureaucracies (Lion, 1971i Matthews, 1966), Birly Childhood Special Educa-

tors need to work within a family-oriented, ecological framework rather

than from a purely child-oriented, clinical perspective. Mural families

.usy be characterized as less transient than urban families; multiple

generations of the same family remain in close proximity over.the families

life cycle. This may not always be beneficial from the practitioners' (or

parents') point of view. Extended family sesters may have difficulty

aooepting the presence of a handicapped child or they may offer advice

based on traditional folklore rather than contemporary knowledge. However,

the availability of a natural support network is generally a strength. The

specialist has an obligation to utilize thct network; that may entail

educating family members about the'dhild's disability and assets,

incorporating relatives as respite care providers or home teachers, or

encouraging these people to assist the child's punts with domestic tasks.

In addition, the specialist needs to determine the psychological and

emotional climate of the network to determine the extent of problematic

reactions such as blaming in-1 ei6 for a Child's condition or suggesting

outdated options (placing the child in an institution or relying on

unproven medical practices). The specialist must be aware that he/she nay

be perceived as an intruder in the-family network rather than as a helper.

10 13



The community organiiation principles of respect for existing beliefs and

practices, incremental change, and the establishment of truet can also

apply to the process of family change and adaptatiom It should be noted

that the presence of extended family networks and suspicion of bureaucratic

-systems also is a characteristic of minority urban groups (31244 1974).

Similar strategies lmmy therefore be required in these diverse circtmostances. /

Several principles for preparing Early Childlood Special Educators to

work in rural and urban settings have been discussed. 03/101011 and divergent

Characteristics of rural and urban environments have been described to

suggest approaches to course content and field internships. NUltiple roles

and skillf, for a "developmental edbcato have been ;mimed, with a dbal

enghasis on child oriented competencies and family/axmmxtity oriented

caspetencies. The application of those rules and skills in rural comr,

munities with particular charEcteristics has been described, with some

reference to their application in urban Contexts.

At this point, two cautions are in order. First, the literature

describing the characteristics and value systems of rural (and urban)

ccamunities has not changed as rapidly as the cumuunities have. The

effects of media, rapid transportation, and more uniform educmtional

curricula on the urbanization of, rural areas has not beetiwell documented.

Although the discussion in this paper and elsewhere may give the impression

that rural communities are uniformly conservative and static, that is

certainly not the case. Many factors will determine how "rural" a

ammunity is, such as its economic condition, proximity to urban areas and



major hitIkWaY8, geographic location (e.g. isolated by maintains), rate of

population growth or decline, and the attitude of mimed adninistrators

toward innovation (including special education mandates). Students being

prepared to work in rural calamities must mulerstand the dynamic nature of

any region and be able to adapt themselves to changing values and practices.

Second, many of the differences between rutal and urban settings

mentioned here and in other sources are confotaded by socioecommdc

factors. It ray be that s6cioeconanic differences play a larger role in

the development of attitudes ad values than geographic locale. Farber

(1968) among others, has described the different ways in which income,

social class, and religious affiliation affect families' responses to

having a handicapped child. 'lb the extent that rural families are

economically disadvantaged, the Characterizations presented here may be

valid. And urban families with lac-income, minority status may share many

of the attributes of law-income rural families. This would inply that

special educators and other professionals must address needs related to

social class and social group mentership as well ilia type of connunity. In

the end, we want such people to be sensitive, cbservant, !tattle, tolerant

and caring. These are the most important qualities, and the most difficult

ones to impart.
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